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Reading Writing 

5—Outstanding effort. Student’s notes indicate that  
mature thinking is apparent. The student shows thoughtful 
interaction with the text. The author’s claims are clearly 
identified with well-developed supporting evidence.  
Paragraph numbers are indicated with the textual evidence. 
 
 
 

4—Good effort. The student has obviously read the article  
and has identified the author’s claims. Textual support is  
logical and satisfactory. Paragraph numbers are indicated 
with the textual evidence. 
 

 
 

3—Adequate effort. The student interacts with the text,  
but may struggle to dig deep. Author’s claims are identified  
with little explanation or inadequate textual support.  
Paragraph numbers are indicated with the textual  
evidence. 
 
2—Weak effort. The student’s interaction with the text  
is basic. Author’s claims are  listed but do not demonstrate  
that the student is thinking deeply about the text. Chosen  
textual support is not complete at all. Paragraph numbers  
are not indicated with the textual evidence. 
 
 

0-1—Little to no effort displayed. The student has not  
written any claims or they are incomplete thoughts.  
No textual support is for claims is given. 

5—Outstanding effort. The student has thoughtfully  
developed the author’s claims on the issue. Student’s  
response to the argument is well-developed with  
compelling support. Textual evidence is ample and fully  
supports each claim. No errors with citations.  Exceeds all 
requirements. 
 
4—Good effort. The student has identified the author’s  
claims and expands on it. Student’s response is logical and 
is supported. Textual evidence is reasonable and used  
correctly. Citations are used correctly with few errors.  
Some minor errors in writing. Meets all requirements. 
 
3—Adequate effort. The student has indicated the author’s 
claims from the text, and expanded on it. Student’s  
response is evident, and support is somewhat developed.  
Textual evidence is adequate and supports claims. Citations  
used but may contain multiple errors. Multiple errors in  
writing. Meets most of the requirements. 
 
2—Weak effort. The student has trouble identifying the 
author’s claims from the text. Student’s response is  
indicated, but not developed or supported. Textual  
evidence is incomplete, inadequate, or does not logically  
support claims. Few, if any citations. Meets some of the 
requirements. 
 
0-1—The student completed little to none of the task. 

 

 

Writing Guidelines: 
1. Clever title properly capitalized 
2. Uses They Say / I Say template to fully develop both the author’s and the writer’s arguments. 
3. Appropriately leads into, blends, parenthetically cites, and integrates quotes from the source. 
4. Explain each piece of evidence and discuss your reaction to it (agree or disagree) 
5. Concluding sentences provide a logical conclusion to the response.  
6. 300 + words, neat, legible, no distracting errors  

Directions: 

o Annotate the article purposefully to identify the author’s claims. 

o Complete the Text Based Notes and find supporting evidence from the text to support the author’s claims and to 

use for your response. 

o Write a WELL-DEVELOPED argumentative response using the They Say / I Say template to identify the author’s 

claim (and supporting evidence from the text) AND develop your response to the topic.  

NOT a summary! 

 

AoW Grade: ________ / 10 



 
Text Based Notes for Response 

 
Central Idea: In one complete sentence, state the general argument made by the author. 

 
 
 

 

Specific Point to Support Main Idea Textual Evidence to Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Specific Point to Support Main Idea Textual Evidence to Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

I Agree/Disagree  Textual Evidence to Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I Agree/Disagree Textual Evidence to Support 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
They Say / I Say Argument Response 

 

     The general argument made by ____(author)_____ in his/her work, “________________,” is that _____________ 

(general statement of author’s argument). More specifically (precisely, explicitly), ___(author)___ argues that 

_______________ (specific statement of author’s argument). __(author)____ writes (states, maintains, declares),  

“_________________” (quote from text supporting the argument) (citation)  suggesting (implying, alluding to the 

fact, proposing, indicating, recommending) that ____________ (support from the text explaining the meaning or 

significance of the quote and how it relates to the author’s argument). ___(author)___ also states that 

_____________ (a second piece of supporting evidence) (citation), suggesting (implying, alluding to the fact, 

proposing, indicating, recommending) that ________________ (another support from the text explaining the 

meaning or significance of the quote and how it relates to the author’s argument).  In conclusion, __(author)___’s 

belief (idea, point, thought) is that ________________ (concluding summary of author’s argument). 

  

     It is my view (opinion, belief, position, stance) that ___(author)____ is right/wrong because ____________ (your 

opinion in relation to the author’s argument). More specifically, I believe that ___________ ( 

2-3 sentences that specifically express your opinion). One of __(author)__’s points that I specifically agree/disagree 

with is when he/she states (says, indicates, points out that) “_____________” (point from text to support your 

opinion) (citation) because I feel (think, consider it, believe) __________ (why you agree/disagree). Another point 

(thought, argument, belief, idea) that I agree/disagree with is “_________ “ (second point from the text that you 

agree/disagree with) (citation)  because (since, due to, for the simple reason that) ____________ (your opinion on 

this second point). Therefore, I conclude (maintain, feel that, argue, assert, declare) that ______________  

(your final thoughts).  

 

 
 

 


